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Comparative analysis of Doctoral Education – The case of the
T.I.M.E. Association
Abstract: The concept of Double and/or Joint Degrees at Doctoral level has been studied,
analyzed and implemented in some particular cases by EU and non-EU higher education
institutions. T.I.M.E represents 58 institutions in 23 countries. Obviously, there are different
practices in the regulations and conditions for getting the PhD degrees in different countries,
and even in different institutions within the same country. Apart from the differences that will
be clarified hereunder, a very relevant one has to be considered for PhD which is that the
implementation is normally done in a bottom-up way (with initiatives starting from the PhD
supervisors and research groups) instead of the top- down approach for the Master Degrees
(which are normally initiated by the institution itself, Rectors, Directors, etc.). Other issues arise
like the funding of the students, the accreditation of the DD/JD programs and the attraction of
potential students and candidates.
Introduction: The aim of this survey is to give an insight into the organisation of doctoral
education within the T.I.M.E. Association Members, which brings together 58 universities in
23 countries from Europe, Asia and the Americas. The comparison focuses on the policy,
regulations and funding aspects. The obtained data has been collected via online questionnaires,
which have been sent to the members’ contact persons. The first part of the document reflects
on current trends in doctoral education. In the following part, we introduce the institutions that
constituted the cases of this study, and later outline the characteristics of their doctoral studies
programs. The final chapter summarizes the main learning points of the study.
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Background information
Policy
Regulations
Application and Admission
Intellectual Property and Rights

1. Background information
-

-

The survey was developed together with Mr. Torkel Werge (KTH International
Relations), Prof. Paolo Biscari (Politecnico di Milano), Prof. Shinnosuke Obi (Keio
University, Tokyo), Prof. José Maria Maza (ETSI, Universidad de Sevilla) Prof.
Fernando Calle (Universidad Politécnica de Madrid) and Mrs Gwenaëlle Guillerme
(T..I.M.E. Association)
October 2018 – March 2019
21 answers (out of 58)
1 answer per institution
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2. Policy
2.1 Does your institution support international cotutelles?

Almost all respondents say that their institutions support cotutelle, only Keio University in
Tokyo currently do not.
2.2 If your institution has already signed international cotutelles agreements, please quote
the main active agreements (5 max). Also, please specify the field?

An extensive list of collaborations within the network will be developed for the T.I.M.E.
website in the Members’ section
2.3 How many Candidates are currently active in these collaborations approximately?
The number of Candidates enrolled differ from 1 to 59. Obviously the sheer size of the
respondents organizations vary a lot; from not so big faculties up to large technical universities.
3
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Nevertheless, the response shows that cotutelle varies in numbers among the members from
quite a limited activity up to quite substantial with a spread that is close to a standard bell curve.
2.4 Approximate current number of joint PhD- candidates as a percentage of the
respondents
1—4
16%
5—19
53%
20-31%
Grouping the members in the three groups
1--5
6--19
Univ. Pontificia Comillas
Politecnico di Milano
University of Sevilla
University of Trento
CVUT, Prague
Université de Mons
BME, Budapest
TU Dresden
TU Darmstadt
Université Catholique
Louvain
TU Wien
RWTH-Aachen
University of Queensland
Beihang University
KTH, Stockholm
UPMAdrid

20-Politecnico di Torino
UPV, Valencia
Tohoku University
University of Campinas
Université de Liège
de

2.5 Does your institution issue joint PhD diplomas?

With Diplomas is here meant the actual document that is issued by the university as the proof
of the obtained degree. About half of the members can issue joint diplomas (one single paper
signed by the rectors in the involved Institutions), but it is very unusual to do this because of
the complexities involved. This is especially the case if a joint diploma is regarded as a new
degree that should be accredited by the government. Accreditation requires a lot time, effort
and sometimes even administrative costs on behalf of the university.
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Yes, we can issue joint Diplomas

No, we cannot issue joint Diplomas

KTH
Politecnico di Milano
RWTH-Aachen
TU Darmstadt
TU Dresden
TU Wien
Universidad de Sevilla
Université Catholique de Louvain
Université de Liège
University of Trento

Beihang University
BME
Czech Technical University
Keio University
Politecnico di Torino
The University of Queensland
Tohoku University
Universidad Pontificia Comillas
UPV
Université de Mons
University of Campinas
UPM

For Politecnico di Milano, as one example on how this is done, it is possible to give one diploma
with a name of the both diplomas with a stamp of the two universities and the signature of the
two rectors with one sentence below, stating that “in Italy, this is recognized as [Mechanical
Engineering]”. In this way, for the Ministry, PoliMi has given a diploma in Mechanical
Engineering, which was already accredited, but the candidate has a single diploma which show
both the two institutions involved.
For KTH, its policy now allow for issuing true joint diplomas, but try to avoid it. The possibility
to offer joint diplomas is seen as mainly driven by the EU Commission’s funding programmes,
but there is a lot of complexity involved which demands a lot of preparation.
However, in Spain there is a law which accepts a hybrid solution: Each University gives its own
title, but they are not independent of each other: in fact in the Spanish diploma it is mentioned
that the PhD-thesis was done as a cotutelle with the other university.
As a fourth option in some universities the Diplomas can be issued with the regular appearance
and procedure but with a reference to the cotutelle. This seems to be the favoured way for
German institutions. As remarked by TU Dresden: “Usually two diplomas are awarded linked
by a formulation referring to the bi-national nature of the doctorate.”
III – Regulations
3.1 What is the formal duration of a PhD-programme at your institution?
The very simplified and legalistic answer is that in all involved countries the doctoral degree is
a three-year degree or a four-year degree and that three years is more common. It seems
quite common that research studies in practice takes more like four to five years even where
the doctoral degree formally is a three-year degree. This is a well-known problem when it comes
to the funding.
For some respondents this question is badly formulated since they really do not have the concept
of a defined length of doctoral studies, and there may be variations between departments within
the same university. This is for example the case in German institutions where doctoral
education is generally very much up to each department to decide about.
5
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When it comes to cotutelle there are a number of issues that need to be known. Generally, but
there may be exceptions, a university with a three year PhD that has a cotutelle with a university
with a four year PhD can decide that within this collaboration there will have to be a
prolongation to four years. However, if a PhD-candidate wants or needs to prolong even longer
there may be formal problems. It is advised that what will happen in case of delay in the research
should be clear from the Agreement. Especially since what reasons that are acceptable for a
pause in the PhD-studies is something that also varies in different countries and this can be a
complication for cotutelle.
In Spain, there is a law which limits and makes a difference between the partial time and the
full time thesis. In the case of full time, law limits the duration to 3 years but allows for a
ordinary delay of one year and exceptionally for an additional ordinary delay of another year.
In case of partial time, the limit is 5 years + 2 ordinary delay + one additional year of
prolongation.
- In Italy (PoliMilano), it is almost the same situation as in Spain.
- In Sweden, the doctoral education is a four year degree. The Swedish institutions need to make
sure this applies also in cotutelle which can cause some difficulties when establishing
international DD/ JD programmes at doctoral level. For one thing as many EU programmes are
funded for 3 years. Often the Swedish institution has to secure separate funding for the fourth
year.
3.2 Does your HEI charge tuition fees higher than EUR 1,000 per year?

One out of four respondents charge tuition fees of more than EUR 1,000 per year. Tuition
fees are generally not seen as an obstacle to joint supervision but it is an issue that needs to be
on the list of things to inform the applicants to a programme about. It should be noted also that
some universities must charge fees during the whole time of the PhD-studies, that is also during
the periods when the cotutelle candidates are not resident at the university in question.
Yes
Beihang University
BME
CVUT

No
Politecnico di Milano
Politecnico di Torino
RWTH-Aachen
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Keio University
Tohoku University
Universidad
Pontificia
Comillas
TU Darmstadt
University of Queensland
TU Dresden
TU Wien
UNICAMP
Universidad de Sevilla
Université
Catholique
Louvain
Université de Liège
Université de Mons
University of Trento
UPM
UPV
KTH

de

3.3 Are PhD-courses mandatory?

60 percent (13 respondents) of the members answered that courses are a part of the PhD while
40 percent (9 respondents) answered that courses are not part of the PhD.
There is quite a significant difference between the members when it comes to if courses is a
part of PhD-studies. It obviously needs to be taken into the planning of the study plan when one
partner university or even both partners should assure that also international PhD-candidates
should complete a certain amount of courses. The amount of courses also varies. The most
extreme case is Sweden where the universities must make sure that each candidate has 60 ECTS
of completed courses according to a programme curriculum. In many countries, by contrast, the
PhD-studies is a purely scientific project with no real programme structure and no other
requirements besides the thesis except attending conferences and perhaps gaining transversal
skills. This is for example generally the case in Belgium, France and Germany.
In Sweden, there is a national regulation for KTH, stating that the PhD-student should have
completed minimum 60 ECTS-credits of courses during their PhD. A students can validate up
to 15 ECTS from their masters’ studies if the student had “appropriate courses” during his or
her Master programme.
7
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In Spain, to be admitted in the PhD programme, they need Master of 60 ECTS and during their
PhD, some programmes require courses or some do not. It really depends on the programme.
3.4 Are other training activities mandatory? If so, specify them
Half of the institutions responded that they have requirements for certain activities. The
demands range from attending conferences to more extensive activities like courses about
transversal skills, language training, and other activities.
3.5 Are there minimum requirements for teaching in terms of credits or hours (courses to
be taught by your PhD-candidates as part of their programme). If so, please describe them
Only three respondents, that is 15 percent, have a general requirement that PhD-candidates
should do teaching. Some students have special positions that require teaching and assisting a
certain number of hours per week or semester.
3.6 Are there minimum requirements for the thesis (set of articles, monography, number
of publications, etc.) If so, please describe them,
Most members (82 percent) now have established demands on the PhD-candidates to publish
articles before they can graduate. These requirements are typically set on departmental or
faculty level and so it is generally not possible to list institutional requirements.
3.7 What is the language policy for the thesis and dissertation
Language policies are often established nationally. The critical observation in this survey is that
in all institutions it is now possible to write and defend the thesis in English. Often an Abstract
should be added in the local language and within cotutelle there will then often be three abstracts
in three languages.
3.8 Is there a national legal framework in your country regulating Double/Joint Degree
programmes at Doctoral level?
57 percent of the institutions say that there is a legal framework for this. Since there were some
contradictory answers we need to define this question better.
3.9 Are institutional strategic guidelines in place indicating geographical regions to be
prioritized? If so, please describe them.
It is unusual to have strategic guidelines for certain regions. Only 2 out of 21 answered that
there are some form of priorities.
3.10 Is there a minimum time that have to be spent at the awarding university to obtain
the degree? If so, specify how much.
6 respondents have no formal requirement for minimum length. Nine respondents have a
minimum of 12 months. Strong recommendations are included here. One institution requires
more than 12 months. 7 institutions answered there are no formal minimum length requirement
for residency in place.
3.11 Is there a maximum time to finish the PhD? If so, specify how much.
The regulations vary too much to be able to give a simple overview here.
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IV – Application and Admission
4.1 In your institution, which of the following steps are used for the admission procedure
for doctoral candidates?
See individual overview (from page 12)
V – Intellectual property rights
5.1 Who owns the results of the thesis and related patents in case of Joint PhD? Please
describe.
All respondents except one, KTH in Stockholm, answered that they have right to at least a part
of the intellectual property that is developed through research done by their PhD-candidates.
There are exceptions to this rule, mainly when the candidates’ research is financed by
companies. The response received shows that IPR is a complex issue in international
collaborations that often need individually developed agreements.
5.2 Is a joint public Dissertation allowed?
In most cases a jointly organized Dissertation event or Defence event is preferred and expected
within cotutelles. With Dissertation and Defence is meant the public viva voce-seminar where
the Thesis is presented. Most universities’ regulations allow a joint Defence. 17 out of 22
respondents answered Yes, for 4 members the situation is not clear, and only 1 respondent (TU
Wien) answered No.
The Defence is the single activity during these collaborations that causes the most challenges
to harmonize the procedure. There was a project run in 2017 by five T.I.M.E.-members that
looked into how to compare and harmonize the procedures for the Defence.
It should be noted shortly that the meaning or significance of the Defence is quite different in
different universities. In many universities the Defence is a social occasion and/or an
opportunity to communicate the findings of the research. In those universities the Defence is
normally preceded by a close reading procedure where a number of appointed academic persons
active in the field of research, the Reviewers, analyze the Thesis and decide to support or not
to support the Thesis. This is the all-important and critical part of the passing of the Thesis. In
other universities the Defence is the only formal step for the graduation of the PhD-candidates.
In Sweden, by contrast, the PhD-candidates have the right to present their Theses even if the
Supervisor and departmental Examiner advise against it. Still, this is extremely rare and the
positive recommendation from the Examiner and Supervisor to continue towards the Defence
is expected. In some universities there can be a procedure where a certain majority of the faculty
members should approve of the Thesis. This is common in the German tradition.
It is not seen as a problem to add the procedure with Reviewers as part of the graduation process
for institutions that do not have this procedure, but the appointment of the Reviewers can be a
problem since they are also often part of the Graduation Committee, that is the jury that should
approve the Thesis in the end. The Reviewers are appointed according to an internal process
and this often is done a long time before the preparation for the Defence starts. If then the
partner institution’s regulations demand that it should be involved in the appointment of the
Graduation Committee then there can be incongruencies between the two regulations. This can
be the case especially if the partner institution has a lot of requirements for the selection of the
Committee members.
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5.3 Does your institution issue a Diploma Supplement together with the PhD diploma
describing the structure of the joint programme and referring to the second degree?

5.4 Is there an internal formal review for the thesis before the authorization for public
defense?

5.5 Are oral examinations mandatory? If yes, are they open to the public?

10
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5.6 Can theses be defended in another university? If so, is there any requirement to
comply with?

5.7 What is the maximum and minimum size of the evaluation committee?
See individual description
5.8 How many members of the evaluation committee at least must belong to your
university?
See individual description
5.9 Can the supervisor belong to the Evaluation Committee?

The supervisors’ role for the graduation
In the survey was asked “Can the supervisor belong to the Evaluation Committee?”
There are different traditions regarding the role of the Supervisor. In some countries the
supervisor can or must be part of the Committee that is responsible for the decision to pass the
Candidate. This is seen as the best way to guarantee the involvement of the person or persons
who is/are most knowledgeable about the research done. It is generally the rule in German
universities. In some countries by contrast this is not recommended or even forbidden for the
sake of impartiality. This is a crucial issue to be aware about already initially since the
regulations can be incompatible, or at least require very thorough discussions in order to agree
on the composition of the Committee. Especially, if the involvement of the Supervisor is a hard
requirement in either way.
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One possible solution when two cooperating institutions have opposite rules is to let the
university where the Supervisor is not part of the Committee host the event of the Defence. This
requires that the other university has the possibility to (and wants to) let the hosting university
decide on the members of the Committee on its own.
Members where the
Supervisor can be part
of the Committee:

Members where the
Supervisor should not be part of the
Committee:

Université de Mons
Tohoku University
University of Campinas
UCL, Louvain
Université de Liège
TU Dresden
TU Wien
RWTH-Aachen

Politecnico di Torino
University of Trento
Universidad Pontificia Comillas, Madrid
UPV, Valencia
Univ. Sevilla
UPM, Madrid
BME, Budapest
TU Darmstadt
The University of Queensland
Beihang University, Beijing
CVUT, Prag
KTH, Stockholm

5.10 Can a thesis document consist of a compilation of papers?

5.11 Is the “summa cum laude” recognition restricted at your university to a number of
PhD thesis per year?
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VI – Funding
6.1 To what extent are doctoral candidates at your institution financially supported
(stipend, grant, salary, scholarship, fellowship, etc.) by the following sources?
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Information for each responding institution

1.KTH, Sweden
Contact person: Torkel WERGE, werge@kth.se

I. Policy
Does your institution support collaboration Yes
for international cotutelles?
Active agreements

•
•
•
•

PoliMilano,
Italy
(Management,
Engineering)
Trento, Italy (Engineering)
Comillas, Spain (Energy, EMundus Joint
Doctorate)
UPMadrid, Spain (Engineering)

Does your institution issue joint PhD Yes, but only in theory this far. It is too
diplomas (one single paper signed by Rectors complicated.
from the different Institutions)?

II – Regulations
Formal duration of a PhD programme

4

Does your institution charge significant No
tuition fees for PhD-studies (more than EUR
1,000 per year).
Are PhD courses mandatory?

Yes

Are other training activities mandatory? If so, No
specify them
Are there minimum requirements
teaching in terms of credits or hours

for No
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Are there minimum requirements for the A set of articles has become by far most
thesis (set of articles, monography, number common. Monograph also possible of course.
of publications, etc.)
Many departments have requirements for a
number of published or at least approved
articles in peer reviewed journals.
What is the language policy for the thesis and Swedish or English. Normally theses are
dissertation?
written in English and also dissertations.
Is there a national legal framework in your Yes
country regulating Double/Joint Degree
programmes at Doctoral level?
Are institutional strategic guidelines in place No
indicating geographical regions to be
prioritized?
Is there a minimum time that have to be spent As a general rule minimum 2 years at KTH,
at the awarding university to obtain the absolute minimum 1 year.
degree?
Is there a maximum time to finish the PhD?

No

III – Application and Admission
Which of the following steps are used for the Support by the Dean of the School,
admission procedure for doctoral candidates? preparation of agreement, approval by the
President of KTH, the position can be filled

IV- Intellectual property and rights
Who owns the results of the thesis and related The researcher
patents in case of Joint PhD?
Is a joint oral dissertation allowed (one single Yes
dissertation for both institutions)?
Does your
Supplement
describing
programme
degree?

institution issue a Diploma Yes
together with the PhD diploma
the structure of the joint
and referring to the second

Is there an internal formal review for the No
thesis before the authorization for public
defense?
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Are oral examinations mandatory? If yes, are Yes
they open to the public?
Can theses be defended in another Maybe
university? If so, is there any requirement to
comply with?
What is the maximum and minimum size of Must be an odd number. 3 or 5 persons is
the evaluation committee?
standard but can be increased.

How many members of the evaluation
committee at least must belong to your
None. Outside people are seemed as better.
university?
Can the supervisor belong to the Evaluation No, impossible.
Committee?
Can a thesis document consist of a Yes
compilation of papers?
Is the “summa cum laude” recognition No
restricted at your university to a number of
PhD thesis per year?

V- Funding
To what extent are doctoral candidates at your institution financially supported (stipend, grant,
salary, scholarship, fellowship, etc.) by the following sources?
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2. Politecnico di Milano, Italy
Contact person: Paolo Biscari, paolo.biscari@polimi.it

I. Policy
Does your institution support collaboration Yes
for international cotutelles?
Active agreements

-

KTH (Sweden, Management
Engineering)

-

Beihang Univ. (China, Inf. Technology,
Industrial Design)

-

Univ. Libre Bruxelles (Belgium,
Chemical & Materials Eng.)

-

Virginia Tech (USA; Aerospace Eng,
Math Eng)

-

TU Delft (Netherlands; Energy,
Architecture);

Does your institution issue joint PhD Yes
diplomas (one single paper signed by Rectors
from the different Institutions)?

II – Regulations
Formal duration of a PhD programme

3 (extended to 4 for double degrees)

Does your institution charge significant No
tuition fees for PhD-studies (more than EUR
1,000 per year).
Are PhD courses mandatory?

Yes

Are other training activities mandatory? If so, No
specify them
Are there minimum requirements
teaching in terms of credits or hours

for No
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Are there minimum requirements for the No
thesis (set of articles, monography, number
of publications, etc.)
What is the language policy for the thesis and Theses in English
dissertation?
It can be in Italian only by asking for a
special permission from the Faculty Board
Is there a national legal framework in your No
country regulating Double/Joint Degree
programmes at Doctoral level?
Are institutional strategic guidelines in place No
indicating geographical regions to be
prioritized?
Is there a minimum time that have to be spent at least half of the time if POLIMI is the
at the awarding university to obtain the Home Institution (selecting and funding the
degree?
candidate); at least 12 months if POLIMI is
Host Institution
Is there a maximum time to finish the PhD?

one year more than the normal duration
(exceptional cases exceeding the normal
duration by more than one year must be
explicitly approved)

III – Application and Admission
Which of the following steps are used for the Candidates selection is based on CV,
admission procedure for doctoral candidates? motivation letter and research proposal and
possibly skype interview

IV- Intellectual property and rights
Who owns the results of the thesis and related Enclosed typical article included in the
patents in case of Joint PhD?
agreements.
The protection of the thesis content and the
publication, exploitation and protection of
the results of the involved researches will be
subject to the regulations of both Institutions.
1. Intellectual and industrial property rights
of the results achieved by the PhD candidates
enrolled in the Program in the scope of the
research activities regulated by this
18
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Agreement shall be borne by both Institutions
in proportion to the intellectual contribution
provided by each Party, without prejudice to
the moral rights of author and inventor.
2. Commercial use of the results referred to
in the above paragraph by one of the Parties,
including by way of a license to a third party,
shall be subject to prior agreement between
the Parties which shall regulate the economic
profiles.
3. Both Institutions will in any case have the
right, free and perpetual, to use internally the
Thesis results for their institutional research
purposes.
4. The Parties autonomously undertake to
respect confidentiality obligations related to
the results of activities that may be protected
in terms of intellectual and industrial
property and / or to the confidential
information held by each Party and
transmitted to the PhD candidate enrolled in
the Program. If required, specific agreements
will be arranged for the protection of the
intellectual property. The thesis will be
stored in the national libraries in [place of
Library 1] and in [place of Library 2]
according to the Italian and [Country 2] laws
Is a joint oral dissertation allowed (one single Yes
dissertation for both institutions)?
Does your
Supplement
describing
programme
degree?

institution issue a Diploma Yes
together with the PhD diploma
the structure of the joint
and referring to the second

Is there an internal formal review for the Yes
thesis before the authorization for public
defense?
Are oral examinations mandatory? If yes, are Yes
they open to the public?
Can theses be defended in another Yes
university? If so, is there any requirement to
comply with?
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What is the maximum and minimum size of Minimum three evaluators, with a minimum
the evaluation committee?
of two evaluators not involved in the research
groups, that is, different from the
supervisor(s)
How many members of the evaluation 1
committee at least must belong to your
university?
Can the supervisor belong to the Evaluation Yes
Committee?
Can a thesis document consist of a Yes
compilation of papers?
Is the “summa cum laude” recognition No
restricted at your university to a number of
PhD thesis per year?

V- Funding
To what extent are doctoral candidates at your institution financially supported (stipend, grant,
salary, scholarship, fellowship, etc.) by the following sources?
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3. Keio University (Graduate School of Science and
Technology), Japan
Contact person: Kenjiro Takemura, ic-yagami@adst.keio.ac.jp

I. Policy
Does your institution support collaboration No
for international cotutelles?
Active agreements
/
Does your institution issue joint PhD
diplomas (one single paper signed by Rectors No
from the different Institutions)?

II – Regulations
Formal duration of a PhD 3 years
programme
Does your institution charge
significant tuition fees for PhD- Yes
studies (more than EUR 1,000
per year).
Are PhD courses mandatory?

No

Are other training activities ?
mandatory? If so, specify them
Are
there
minimum ?
requirements for teaching in
terms of credits or hours
Are
there
minimum
requirements for the thesis (set Depending on the school the students belong to there are
of
articles,
monography, different requirements.
number of publications, etc.)
Please refer to the website below.
http://www.gakuji.keio.ac.jp/yagami/baiqui00000060gwatt/Dr_E0_tetsuzuki_youkou.pdf
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What is the language policy for Japanese/English
the thesis and dissertation?
Is there a national legal ?
framework in your country
regulating Double/Joint Degree
programmes at Doctoral level?
Are
institutional
strategic ?
guidelines in place indicating
geographical regions to be
prioritized?
Is there a minimum time that
have to be spent at the awarding ?
university to obtain the degree?
Is there a maximum time to Three academic years.
finish the PhD?
However, students may complete his/her Ph.D. Program
in one to two and half years (A total of three or more
years combined with the time spent in the Master's
program).

III – Application and Admission
Which of the following steps are used for the
admission procedure for doctoral candidates? ?

IV- Intellectual property and rights
Who owns the results of the thesis and related ?
patents in case of Joint PhD?
Is a joint oral dissertation allowed (one single ?
dissertation for both institutions)?
Does your
Supplement
describing
programme
degree?

institution issue a Diploma ?
together with the PhD diploma
the structure of the joint
and referring to the second

Is there an internal formal review for the ?
thesis before the authorization for public
defense?
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Are oral examinations mandatory? If yes, are ?
they open to the public?
Can theses be defended in another ?
university? If so, is there any requirement to
comply with?
What is the maximum and minimum size of ?
the evaluation committee?

How many members of the evaluation ?
committee at least must belong to your
university?
Can the supervisor belong to the Evaluation ?
Committee?
Can a thesis document consist of a ?
compilation of papers?
Is the “summa cum laude” recognition ?
restricted at your university to a number of
PhD thesis per year?

V- Funding
To what extent are doctoral candidates at your institution financially supported (stipend, grant,
salary, scholarship, fellowship, etc.) by the following sources?
tbc
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4. Université de Mons, Faculté Polytechnique
Contact person: Pierre Dehombreux, pierre.dehombreux@umons.ac.be

I. Policy
Does your institution support collaboration Yes
for international cotutelles?
Active agreements with T.I.M.E. Members

Cotutelle agreement are signed on an
individual basis; there is no institutional
agreement. Countires concerned are France,
Germany, Brazil.
Fields: chemical engineering and material
sciences, automatic control, ...

Does your institution issue joint PhD
diplomas (one single paper signed by Rectors 6-10
from the different Institutions)?

II – Regulations
Formal duration of a PhD programme

4 years

Does your institution charge significant
tuition fees for PhD-studies (more than EUR No
1,000 per year).
Are PhD courses mandatory?

Yes

Are other training activities mandatory? If so, 60 credits (including the above mentioned
specify them
PhD courses) with research activities
(publications, presentations, ...) and non
technical courses (languages, project
management, intellectual property ...)
Are there minimum requirements
teaching in terms of credits or hours

for No
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Are there minimum requirements for the Formally there is no other requirement than
thesis (set of articles, monography, number 60 credits of the doctoral training. with a
of publications, etc.)
minimum of 15 credits for the scientific
production. Most PhD holders have
published papers but there is no formal
constraint about a minimum number of
publications in referenced journals.
What is the language policy for the thesis and Free choice between English(recommended)
dissertation?
or French
Is there a national legal framework in your No
country regulating Double/Joint Degree
programmes at Doctoral level?
Are institutional strategic guidelines in place No
indicating geographical regions to be
prioritized?
Is there a minimum time that have to be spent Minimum is 6 months but 12 months is the
at the awarding university to obtain the regular minimum time
degree?
Is there a maximum time to finish the PhD?

No

III – Application and Admission
Which of the following steps are used for the Selection of the directors and co-directors;
admission procedure for doctoral candidates? definition of a subject; validation of the
registration file (diplomas and grades,
Financial support, ...).
A jury with the Faculty of Engineering
accepts or rejetcs the PhD candidates. For
cotutelles, the a specific agreement is
generally signed before the admission.

IV- Intellectual property and rights
Who owns the results of the thesis and related This is discussed in the cotutelle agreement.
patents in case of Joint PhD?
There is no general rule as far I am
concerned.
Is a joint oral dissertation allowed (one single Yes
dissertation for both institutions)?
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Does your institution issue a Diploma Maybe
Supplement together with the PhD diploma
describing the structure of the joint
programme and referring to the second
degree?
Is there an internal formal review for the Yes
thesis before the authorization for public
defense?
Are oral examinations mandatory? If yes, are Yes
they open to the public?
Can theses be defended in another Yes
university? If so, is there any requirement to
comply with?
What is the maximum and minimum size of minimum 5, no maximum
the evaluation committee?

How many members of the evaluation 2
committee at least must belong to your
university?
Can the supervisor belong to the Evaluation Yes
Committee?
Can a thesis document consist of a Yes
compilation of papers?
Is the “summa cum laude” recognition No
restricted at your university to a number of
PhD thesis per year?

V- Funding
To what extent are doctoral candidates at your institution financially supported (stipend, grant,
salary, scholarship, fellowship, etc.) by the following sources?
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5. Universidad Pontificia Comillas
Contact person: Pablo Garcia, Pablo.Frias@iit.comillas.edu

I. Policy
Does your institution support collaboration Yes
for international cotutelles?
Active agreements

Erasmus Mundus Joint Doctorate in
Sustainable Energy Technologies and
Strategies (with KTH and TU Delft)

Does your institution issue joint PhD No
diplomas (one single paper signed by Rectors
from the different Institutions)?

II – Regulations
Formal duration of a PhD programme

Full-time students: 3 (nominal time) to 5 (if
it is justified);
Part-time students: 5 (nominal time) to 7 (if
it is justified)

Does your institution charge significant Yes
tuition fees for PhD-studies (more than EUR
1,000 per year).
Are PhD courses mandatory?
No
Are other training activities mandatory? If so, Yes, there is a list of research activities they
specify them
must carry out. For instance, attending PhD
candidate meetings, conferences and so forth.
Some courses may be required depending on
the student background
Are there minimum requirements
teaching in terms of credits or hours

for No

Are there minimum requirements for the At least one paper published and an
thesis (set of articles, monography, number additional one sent to JRC journals
of publications, etc.)
What is the language policy for the thesis and Spanish or English
dissertation?
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Is there a national legal framework in your Yes
country regulating Double/Joint Degree
programmes at Doctoral level?
Are institutional strategic guidelines in place No
indicating geographical regions to be
prioritized?
Is there a minimum time that have to be spent
at the awarding university to obtain the No
degree?
Is there a maximum time to finish the PhD?

5-year for full time students and 7 for parttime students

III – Application and Admission
Which of the following steps are used for the ?
admission procedure for doctoral candidates?

IV- Intellectual property and rights
Who owns the results of the thesis and related The university
patents in case of Joint PhD?

Is a joint oral dissertation allowed (one single Yes
dissertation for both institutions)?
Does your
Supplement
describing
programme
degree?

institution issue a Diploma Yes
together with the PhD diploma
the structure of the joint
and referring to the second

Is there an internal formal review for the Yes
thesis before the authorization for public
defense?
Are oral examinations mandatory? If yes, are Yes
they open to the public?
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Can theses be defended in another Yes
university? If so, is there any requirement to
comply with?
What is the maximum and minimum size of 5
the evaluation committee?
How many members of the evaluation 1
committee at least must belong to your
university?
Can the supervisor belong to the Evaluation No
Committee?
Can a thesis document consist of a Yes
compilation of papers?
Is the “summa cum laude” recognition No
restricted at your university to a number of
PhD thesis per year?

V- Funding
To what extent are doctoral candidates at your institution financially supported (stipend, grant,
salary, scholarship, fellowship, etc.) by the following sources?
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6. Technische Universität Wien
Contact person: Kurt Matyas, kurt.matyas@tuwien.ac.at
I. Policy
Does your institution support collaboration Yes
for international cotutelles?
Active agreements

-

CN, Tongji University, Shanghai
ES, University of Oviedo
FR, L’ Université d`Aix-Marseille
IT, Università degli studi di Firenze
IT, Università degli studi di Roma « La
Sapienza »

Does your institution issue joint PhD
diplomas (one single paper signed by Rectors Yes
from the different Institutions)?

II – Regulations
Formal duration of a PhD programme

?

Does your institution charge significant
tuition fees for PhD-studies (more than EUR No
1,000 per year).
Are PhD courses mandatory?
Yes
Are other training activities mandatory? If so,
specify them
No
Are there minimum requirements
teaching in terms of credits or hours

for No

Are there minimum requirements for the individual per faculty
thesis (set of articles, monography, number
of publications, etc.)
What is the language policy for the thesis and English or German
dissertation?
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Is there a national legal framework in your No
country regulating Double/Joint Degree
programmes at Doctoral level?
Are institutional strategic guidelines in place No specific, we have a Japanese focus
indicating geographical regions to be
prioritized?
Is there a minimum time that have to be spent No
at the awarding university to obtain the
degree?
Is there a maximum time to finish the PhD?

No

III – Application and Admission
Which of the following steps are used for the Formal admission, Acceptance by
admission procedure for doctoral candidates? Supervisor is required for admission

a

IV- Intellectual property and rights
Who owns the results of the thesis and related ?
patents in case of Joint PhD?
Is a joint oral dissertation allowed (one single No
dissertation for both institutions)?
Does your
Supplement
describing
programme
degree?

institution issue a Diploma Yes
together with the PhD diploma
the structure of the joint
and referring to the second

Is there an internal formal review for the Yes
thesis before the authorization for public
defense?
Are oral examinations mandatory? If yes, are Yes
they open to the public?
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Can theses be defended in another No
university? If so, is there any requirement to
comply with?
What is the maximum and minimum size of 3-5
the evaluation committee?
How many members of the evaluation 1
committee at least must belong to your
university?
Can the supervisor belong to the Evaluation Yes
Committee?
Can a thesis document consist of a Yes
compilation of papers?
Is the “summa cum laude” recognition No
restricted at your university to a number of
PhD thesis per year?

V- Funding
To what extent are doctoral candidates at your institution financially supported (stipend, grant,
salary, scholarship, fellowship, etc.) by the following sources?
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8. University of Campinas (UNICAMP)
Contact person: Gustavo Paim Valença, gustavo@feq.unicamp.br
I. Policy
Does your institution support collaboration
for international cotutelles?
Active agreements

-

TU Delft,
Politécnico di Milano,
Universidade do Porto,
U. Groningen,
U Paris I,
UTC

Does your institution issue joint PhD 59 enrolled in 2017
diplomas (one single paper signed by Rectors
from the different Institutions)?

II – Regulations
Formal duration of a PhD programme

4 years

Does your institution charge significant
tuition fees for PhD-studies (more than EUR No
1,000 per year).
Are PhD courses mandatory?

Yes

Are other training activities mandatory? If so, No
specify them
Are there minimum requirements
teaching in terms of credits or hours

for Yes, but each program has its own system.
Usually 20 credits (1 credit = 1h per week,
15 weeks)

Are there minimum requirements for the Yes, but it also depends on the program
thesis (set of articles, monography, number
of publications, etc.)
What is the language policy for the thesis and It may be in Portuguese or English
dissertation?
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Is there a national legal framework in your No
country regulating Double/Joint Degree
programmes at Doctoral level?
Are institutional strategic guidelines in place No
indicating geographical regions to be
prioritized?
Is there a minimum time that have to be spent No but it is recommended at least 12 months
at the awarding university to obtain the
degree?

Is there a maximum time to finish the PhD?

5 years

III – Application and Admission
Which of the following steps are used for the Both (?)
admission procedure for doctoral candidates?

IV- Intellectual property and rights
Who owns the results of the thesis and related
patents in case of Joint PhD?
Both universities and authors

Is a joint oral dissertation allowed (one single Yes
dissertation for both institutions)?
Does your
Supplement
describing
programme
degree?

institution issue a Diploma Yes
together with the PhD diploma
the structure of the joint
and referring to the second

Is there an internal formal review for the Yes
thesis before the authorization for public
defense?
Are oral examinations mandatory? If yes, are Yes
they open to the public?
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Can theses be defended in another Yes
university? If so, is there any requirement to
comply with?
What is the maximum and minimum size of Minimum of five members. Eventually two
the evaluation committee?
other members may be added

How many members of the evaluation Two in the case of five-member committee
committee at least must belong to your and three in the case of seven-member.
university?
Can the supervisor belong to the Evaluation Yes
Committee?
Can a thesis document consist of a Yes
compilation of papers?
Is the “summa cum laude” recognition Yes
restricted at your university to a number of
PhD thesis per year?

V- Funding
To what extent are doctoral candidates at your institution financially supported (stipend, grant,
salary, scholarship, fellowship, etc.) by the following sources?
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9. University of Trento
Contact person: Virna ECCLI, virna.eccli@unitn.it
I. Policy
Does your institution support collaboration Yes
for international cotutelles?
Active agreements

-

UK, University of Newcastle Upon
Tyne, Physics;
Sweden, KTH, Engineering;
Russia, Tomsk Polytechnic, ICT;
USA, University of Boulder,
Materials Engineering;

Does your institution issue joint PhD
diplomas (one single paper signed by Rectors Yes
from the different Institutions)?

II – Regulations
Formal duration of a PhD programme

3 years

Does your institution charge significant
tuition fees for PhD-studies (more than EUR No
1,000 per year).
Are PhD courses mandatory?

Yes

Are other training activities mandatory? If so, Communication skills (including foreign
specify them
languages), Management of Research
project, Laboratory safety
Are there minimum requirements
teaching in terms of credits or hours

for In some cases PhD students teach for a
maximum of 40 hours per year, but it is not
mandatory

Are there minimum requirements for the The average is two articles published or, at
thesis (set of articles, monography, number least, accepted, for the scientificof publications, etc.)
technological area. Not for Humanities
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What is the language policy for the thesis and Scientifi--technological
area:
English.
dissertation?
Humanities: depends on the subject of the
thesis, mainly English but also Italian,
German or French
Is there a national legal framework in your No
country regulating Double/Joint Degree
programmes at Doctoral level?
Are institutional strategic guidelines in place Yes, but ?
indicating geographical regions to be
prioritized?
Is there a minimum time that have to be spent Usually it is 12 months
at the awarding university to obtain the
degree?
Is there a maximum time to finish the PhD?

3 years plus max 1 year to defend the thesis

III – Application and Admission
Which of the following steps are used for the •
admission procedure for doctoral candidates? •
•

•

Issue of the official call,
collect of applications,
assessment of candidates' qualifications
(academic degree, CV, publications,
research proposal, thesis abstract),
English level,
interview

IV- Intellectual property and rights
Who owns the results of the thesis and related Usually the PhD candidate, unless a
patents in case of Joint PhD?
different written agreement has been signed
by the partner Institutions
Is a joint oral dissertation allowed (one single Yes
dissertation for both institutions)?
Does your
Supplement
describing
programme
degree?

institution issue a Diploma Yes
together with the PhD diploma
the structure of the joint
and referring to the second
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Is there an internal formal review for the
thesis before the authorization for public
defense?
Are oral examinations mandatory? If yes, are
they open to the public?
Can theses be defended in another
university? If so, is there any requirement to
comply with?
What is the maximum and minimum size of
the evaluation committee?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Minimum 3 and maximum 5

How many members of the evaluation 0
committee at least must belong to your
university?
Can the supervisor belong to the Evaluation No
Committee?
Can a thesis document consist of a No
compilation of papers?
Is the “summa cum laude” recognition No
restricted at your university to a number of
PhD thesis per year?

V- Funding
To what extent are doctoral candidates at your institution financially supported (stipend, grant,
salary, scholarship, fellowship, etc.) by the following sources?
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10. RWTH Aachen University
Contact person: Claudia Hanke, claudia.hanke@zhv.rwthaachen.de

I. Policy
Does your institution support collaboration Yes
for international cotutelles?
Active agreements

SINCHEM: Natural Sciences, SuPER-W
(Marie-Curie): Mechanical Engineering

Does your institution issue joint PhD
diplomas (one single paper signed by Rectors Yes
from the different Institutions)?

II – Regulations
Formal duration of a PhD programme

No required formal duration

Does your institution charge significant
tuition fees for PhD-studies (more than EUR No
1,000 per year).
Are PhD courses mandatory?

Yes

Are other training activities mandatory? If so,
specify them

No

Are there minimum requirements
teaching in terms of credits or hours

for No minimum requirements for teaching as
PhD candidate unless they are employed as
research associates at ones.

Are there minimum requirements for the Varied in every faculty
thesis (set of articles, monography, number
of publications, etc.)
What is the language policy for the thesis and Mostly german or english. Other languages
dissertation?
upon request.
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Is there a national legal framework in your No
country regulating Double/Joint Degree
programmes at Doctoral level?
Are institutional strategic guidelines in place
indicating geographical regions to be No
prioritized?
Is there a minimum time that have to be spent
at the awarding university to obtain the Yes, at least six months.
degree?

Is there a maximum time to finish the PhD?

No

III – Application and Admission
Which of the following steps are used for the 1. Application for admission to graduation
admission procedure for doctoral candidates?
2. Application for admission to thesis
defence

IV- Intellectual property and rights
Who owns the results of the thesis and related The parties agree to respect one another`s
patents in case of Joint PhD?
intellectual property (hereinafter “IP”).
Intellectual property, including but not
limited to knowledge, results, findings, know
how, (confidential) information, whether
they can be protected or not by intellectual or
industrial property rights (such as patent
rights), including copyrights on scientific
publications, developed on the basis of the
doctoral programme undertaken by the
Doctoral Candidate during the course of this
agreement, belongs to the University where
the Doctoral Candidate has generated the IP
which shall apply the principle of inventor
owns in accordance with the respective
policies of each of the partner institutions.
Intellectual property rights to the thesis
belong to the doctoral candidate. Where any
IP is created or generated by a University
independently, the University which creates
or generates any IP will own the IP rights in
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that result and may take such steps as it may
decide, and at its own expense and sole
discretion, to register and maintain any
protection for those IP rights, including filing
and prosecuting patent applications for any
result and taking any action in respect of any
alleged or actual infringement of those IP
rights in accordance with the national and
institutional regulations in force. The
Universities shall be kept reasonably
appraised thereof. Where the IP is created or
generated by two or more Universities, such
that the IP cannot be separated and attributed
to one of them, the Universities will have
joint ownership in equal shares, unless
otherwise agreed upon. The joint owners
shall agree on all protection measures and the
division of the related costs in advance by a
separate written agreement.
Is a joint oral dissertation allowed (one single Yes
dissertation for both institutions)?
Does your
Supplement
describing
programme
degree?

institution issue a Diploma No
together with the PhD diploma
the structure of the joint
and referring to the second

Is there an internal formal review for the Yes
thesis before the authorization for public
defense?
Are oral examinations mandatory? If yes, are No
they open to the public?
Can theses be defended in another Yes
university? If so, is there any requirement to
comply with?
What is the maximum and minimum size of
the evaluation committee?
Varied in every faculty. Average: min. 2;
max. 9
How many members of the evaluation Generally, all members belong to our
committee at least must belong to your university.
university?
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Exception: interdisciplinary field of
dissertation; cotutelle
Can the supervisor belong to the Evaluation Yes
Committee?
Can a thesis document consist of a Yes
compilation of papers?
Is the “summa cum laude” recognition No
restricted at your university to a number of
PhD thesis per year?

V- Funding
To what extent are doctoral candidates at your institution financially supported (stipend, grant,
salary, scholarship, fellowship, etc.) by the following sources?
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11. Universitat Politècnica de València, Doctoral Shool
Contact person: Javier Martínez Sánchez, Secretary of
the Doctoral School, javier.martinez@upv.es
I. Policy
Does your institution support collaboration Universitat Politècnica de València,
for international cotutelles?
Doctoral Shool
Active agreements

The main part of our active cotutelle
agreement are individual (for one specific
student).
Main
fields:
Architecture,
Telecommunication, Engineering, …

Does your institution issue joint PhD No
diplomas (one single paper signed by Rectors
from the different Institutions)?

II – Regulations
Formal duration of a PhD programme

Average duration: 4 to 5 years (full time
dedication).
Since 2013, doctoral regulation (national
wide) establish thesis máximum duration:
- FULL TIME: 3 years + 2 extensions of 1
year each
- PART TIME: 5 years + 1 extension of 2
years + 1 extension of 1 year
All the extensions must be approved by
academic comities

Does your institution charge significant No
tuition fees for PhD-studies (more than EUR
1,000 per year).
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Are PhD courses mandatory?

Yes

Are other training activities mandatory? If so, Candidates must complete a minimum
specify them
number of training activities, quantified as
equivalent hours.
General rule:
- Mínimum 10% must be transversal
activities (research methodology, ethics,
tools, …)
- The rest of them must be specific activities
(publications, congress attendance, research
stays, …)
Each doctoral programme has its own
requirements about the type and number of
activities to be developed by their students,
depending on the research field .
Are there minimum requirements
teaching in terms of credits or hours

for Just the students with predoctoral contract
(funded by Spanish Ministry or Regional
Government) can participate be envolved in
teaching (depending on thetype of contract it
is a must or an option). In these cases, they
can not teach more than 60 hours per
academic year.

Are there minimum requirements for the
thesis (set of articles, monography, number See above
of publications, etc.)
What is the language policy for the thesis and The regulation establish that it must be in one
dissertation?
of the official languages in Valencian
Community (Spanish or Valencian) or in a
language usual in the scientific community
(must be approved by the academic
commission).
Thesis defended in 2017/2018:
- 50% English
- 45% Spanish
- 5% Other (Valencian, Italian, Portuguese,
French)
Is there a national legal framework in your No
country regulating Double/Joint Degree
programmes at Doctoral level?
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Are institutional strategic guidelines in place
indicating geographical regions to be No
prioritized?
Is there a minimum time that have to be spent 12 months
at the awarding university to obtain the
degree?
Is there a maximum time to finish the PhD?
?

III – Application and Admission
Which of the following steps are used for the
admission procedure for doctoral candidates? 1- Candidate applies through on-line
system
2- Doctoral School checks the access
requirements (Bachelor + Master as a
general rule)
3- Academic Commission checks the
academic background of the candidate
and the viability of the research proposal

IV- Intellectual property and rights
Who owns the results of the thesis and related No joint PhD
patents in case of Joint PhD?

Is a joint oral dissertation allowed (one single /
dissertation for both institutions)?
Does your
Supplement
describing
programme
degree?

institution issue a Diploma /
together with the PhD diploma
the structure of the joint
and referring to the second

Is there an internal formal review for the Yes
thesis before the authorization for public
defense?
Are oral examinations mandatory? If yes, are Yes
they open to the public?
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Can theses be defended in another Yes
university? If so, is there any requirement to
comply with?
What is the maximum and minimum size of 3 Members
the evaluation committee?

How many members of the evaluation Maximum one of the three
committee at least must belong to your
university?
Can the supervisor belong to the Evaluation No
Committee?
Can a thesis document consist of a Yes
compilation of papers?
Is the “summa cum laude” recognition No
restricted at your university to a number of
PhD thesis per year?

V- Funding
To what extent are doctoral candidates at your institution financially supported (stipend, grant,
salary, scholarship, fellowship, etc.) by the following sources?
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12. Tohoku University, Japan
Contact person: Roberta Kataoka, studyab@grp.tohoku.ac.jp
I. Policy
Does your institution support collaboration Yes
for international cotutelles?
Active agreements

-

Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz
(Germany;

-

Natural Sciences and Engineering);

-

INSA Lyon (France; Engineering);

-

Heidelberg University (Japanology,
Liberal Arts);

-

Sichuan University (China;
Stomatology);

-

Sheffield University (Asian Studies)

Does your institution issue joint PhD No
diplomas (one single paper signed by Rectors
from the different Institutions)?

II – Regulations
Formal duration of a PhD programme

3 years

Does your institution charge significant No
tuition fees for PhD-studies (more than EUR
1,000 per year).
Are PhD courses mandatory?

No

Are other training activities mandatory? If so, Extensive research at the labaratory
specify them
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Are there minimum requirements
teaching in terms of credits or hours

for Requirements for teaching in terms of credits
and hours differ depending to which Tohoku
University's graduate school does the student
belong to.
Are there minimum requirements for the Minimum requirements for the thesis differ
thesis (set of articles, monography, number among Tohoku University's graduate
of publications, etc.)
schools.

What is the language policy for the thesis and Language policy for the thesis and
dissertation?
dissertation differs depending on each
department's
internal
policy
and
requirements. In most cases however, the
thesis should be submitted in English.
Depending on the partner institution and the
requirements stated in the Double Doctoral
Degree program's MOU an abstract in
Japanese/English and/or other language may
be required.

Is there a national legal framework in your Yes
country regulating Double/Joint Degree
programmes at Doctoral level?
Are institutional strategic guidelines in place No such guidelines regarding prioritizing
indicating geographical regions to be certain geographical regions exist at Tohoku
prioritized?
University. Generally, when implementing
Double Doctoral Degree and Jointly
Supervised Doctoral Degree programs our
university prioritizes partner universities
with strong academic/research capabilities
and reputation.
Is there a minimum time that have to be spent Requirements stated in Double Doctoral
at the awarding university to obtain the Degree / Jointly Supervised Doctoral Degree
degree?
MOUs differ. In most cases however, the
minimum period that have to be spent at the
host institution is more than 6 months (for
Jointly Supervised Doctoral Degree
programs) and 1 academic year (for Double
Degree programs).
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Is there a maximum time to finish the PhD?

6 years

III – Application and Admission
Which of the following steps are used for the Usually the student who applies to Double
admission procedure for doctoral candidates? Doctoral Degree or Jointly Supervised
Doctoral Degree program must be accepted
to his/her home institution's doctoral degree
program.

IV- Intellectual property and rights
Who owns the results of the thesis and related The wording regarding intellectual property
patents in case of Joint PhD?
rights differ in each MOU. In most cases
however, it is stated that no intellectual
property is expected to emerge from the
Double Doctoral Degree/Jointly Supervised
Doctoral Degree program and that both
parties should discuss intellectual property
related issues based on the laws in their
respective countries when they arise.
Is a joint oral dissertation allowed (one single Maybe
dissertation for both institutions)?
Does your
Supplement
describing
programme
degree?

institution issue a Diploma Maybe
together with the PhD diploma
the structure of the joint
and referring to the second

Is there an internal formal review for the Yes
thesis before the authorization for public
defense?
Are oral examinations mandatory? If yes, are Yes
they open to the public?
Can theses be defended in another Maybe
university? If so, is there any requirement to
comply with?
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What is the maximum and minimum size of The minimum size of the evaluation
the evaluation committee?
committee is 2 people. The maximum size is
not fixed.

How many members of the evaluation The number of the members is not fixed,
committee at least must belong to your however both our university and the partner
university?
university must be represented in the
evaluation committee by an equal number of
members.
Can the supervisor belong to the Evaluation Yes
Committee?
Can a thesis document consist of a No
compilation of papers?
Is the “summa cum laude” recognition No
restricted at your university to a number of
PhD thesis per year?

V- Funding
To what extent are doctoral candidates at your institution financially supported (stipend, grant,
salary, scholarship, fellowship, etc.) by the following sources?

tbc
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13. Budapest University of Technology and Economics
Contact person: Krisztina László, klaszlo.rc@mail.bme.hu
I. Policy
Does your institution support collaboration Yes
for international cotutelles?
Active agreements

-

Faculty of Natural Sciences Physics
Chalmers Tekniska Högskola,
Sweden

-

Faculty of Natural Sciences Physical
Sciences/ Nuclear Engineering
University of Messina, Italy

-

Faculty of Electrical Engineering
and Informatiocs Cyber Physical
Systems Université de Rennes 1,
France

-

Faculty of Chemical Technology and
Biotechnology Chemistry University
of Oulu, Finland

Does your institution issue joint PhD No
diplomas (one single paper signed by Rectors
from the different Institutions)?

II – Regulations
Formal duration of a PhD programme

4 years

Does your institution charge significant Yes
tuition fees for PhD-studies (more than EUR
1,000 per year).
Are PhD courses mandatory?

Yes

Are other training activities mandatory? If so,
specify them

4 hours/week teaching activity

Are there minimum requirements
teaching in terms of credits or hours

for Yes, see the answer above.
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Are there minimum requirements for the A monography + 4 publications, at least one
thesis (set of articles, monography, number of the latter in a jornal referred by Web of
of publications, etc.)
Science

What is the language policy for the thesis and Either Hungarian or English. A 5-10 page
dissertation?
Summary both in English and in Hungarian
is compulsory.

Is there a national legal framework in your Yes
country regulating Double/Joint Degree
programmes at Doctoral level?
Are institutional strategic guidelines in place No
indicating geographical regions to be
prioritized?
Is there a minimum time that have to be spent No minimum time.
at the awarding university to obtain the
degree?

Is there a maximum time to finish the PhD?

5 years

III – Application and Admission
Which of the following steps are used for the Interview
admission procedure for doctoral candidates?

IV- Intellectual property and rights
Who owns the results of the thesis and related The agreement between the two institutions
patents in case of Joint PhD?
disposes of that.
Is a joint oral dissertation allowed (one single Yes
dissertation for both institutions)?
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Does your
Supplement
describing
programme
degree?

institution issue a Diploma Maybe
together with the PhD diploma
the structure of the joint
and referring to the second

Is there an internal formal review for the Yes
thesis before the authorization for public
defense?
Are oral examinations mandatory? If yes, are Yes
they open to the public?
Can theses be defended in another Yes
university? If so, is there any requirement to
comply with?
What is the maximum and minimum size of 5-7 Members
the evaluation committee?
How many members of the evaluation None. However, at least one third of the
committee at least must belong to your members should be external. In cotutelle
university?
cases the general practice is that both
universities are represented equally.
Can the supervisor belong to the Evaluation No
Committee?
Can a thesis document consist of a No
compilation of papers?
Is the “summa cum laude” recognition No
restricted at your university to a number of
PhD thesis per year?

V- Funding
To what extent are doctoral candidates at your institution financially supported (stipend, grant,
salary, scholarship, fellowship, etc.) by the following sources?
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14. Université Catholique de Louvain- Sciences and
Technology Sector-Louvain School of Engineering
Contact person: Dr Ana Fernández Gacio,
ana.fernandez@uclouvain.be

I. Policy
Does your institution support collaboration Yes
for international cotutelles?
Active agreements

1. Université Grenoble Alpes (France),
sciences, engineering sciences and in social
and political sciences;
2. Université Laval (Canada) Engineering
sciences, Legal studies and in Philosophy
3. Université de Luxembourg : Legal
studies, in Philosophie and in Theology
4. Université d'Abomey-Calavi (Benin) :
Engineering and technology and in
Biomedicine and Pharmaceutics

Does your institution issue joint PhD UCL can issue joint PhD diplomas but the
diplomas (one single paper signed by Rectors most common practice is to issue two PhD
from the different Institutions)?
diplomas

II – Regulations
Formal duration of a PhD programme

In average a PhD programme takes 4 years,
nevertheless there is no formal duration

Does your institution charge significant
tuition fees for PhD-studies (more than EUR No
1,000 per year).
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Are PhD courses mandatory?

Yes

Are other training activities mandatory? If so, Developing and using scientific
specify them
communication skills by drafting and
presenting scientific proposals, articles and
papers
Are there minimum requirements
teaching in terms of credits or hours

for No, with only one exception: the research
assistants, They must engage in a PhD thesis
work and carry out supervision of students
during practical-work courses

Are there minimum requirements for the No
thesis (set of articles, monography, number
of publications, etc.)
What is the language policy for the thesis and English is highly encouraged, particularly in
dissertation?
the Sciences and Technology Sector

Is there a national legal framework in your Yes
country regulating Double/Joint Degree
programmes at Doctoral level?
Are institutional strategic guidelines in place Yes, two main exemples may be mentioned:
indicating geographical regions to be
prioritized?
- The University of Louvain holds a
competition for awarding PhD scholarships
to citizens of developing countries. By doing
so, UCLouvain hopes to contribute not only
to strengthen the academic fabric of
developing countries, but also to establish
new partnerships between UCL and research
or higher education institutions in these
countries.
- The Université catholique de Louvain
organizes a competition in order to fund,
jointly with the China Scholarship
Council, 10 students who intend to carry
a PhD at UCLouvain.
This initiative is intended to support and
expand the number of C.S.C.-funded students
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enrolled at UCL in order to foster contacts
with the Chinese academic community and
develop new partnerships with higher
education and research institutions in the
People’s Republic of China.
Is there a minimum time that have to be spent In the case of a cotutelle agreemnt, the PhD
at the awarding university to obtain the candidate must spend at least 25% of the total
degree?
duration of the PhD at UCLouvain

Is there a maximum time to finish the PhD?

No

III – Application and Admission
Which of the following steps are used for the The first step is applying for admission to the
admission procedure for doctoral candidates? PhD program. Once the responsible subjectspecific doctoral committee (CDD) has
approved the application, the PhD candidate
will need to enrol at the University by
contacting the Enrolment Office (SIC).
If the PhD candidate do not hold a master
degree delivered by a Belgian academic
institution, he/she must first fill in a form at
the UCLouvain registration office (SIC)
which will verify the validity of his/her
diplomas.

IV- Intellectual property and rights
Who owns the results of the thesis and related Protection of thesis subjects as well as the
patents in case of Joint PhD?
ownership, publication, exploitation and
protection of research results common to
both universities must be assured according
to the procedures specific to each of the two
countries as well as to the internal regulations
of each establishment in the matter. In the
event of any contradictory provisions, these
will be the subject of an arbitration between
the two universities.
Is a joint oral dissertation allowed (one single Yes
dissertation for both institutions)?
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Does your
Supplement
describing
programme
degree?

institution issue a Diploma Yes
together with the PhD diploma
the structure of the joint
and referring to the second

Is there an internal formal review for the Yes
thesis before the authorization for public
defense?
Are oral examinations mandatory? If yes, are Yes
they open to the public?
Can theses be defended in another Yes
university? If so, is there any requirement to
comply with?
What is the maximum and minimum size of 5
the evaluation committee?

How many members of the evaluation At least 2
committee at least must belong to your
university?
Can the supervisor belong to the Evaluation Yes
Committee?
Can a thesis document consist of a Yes
compilation of papers?
Is the “summa cum laude” recognition No
restricted at your university to a number of
PhD thesis per year?
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V- Funding
To what extent are doctoral candidates at your institution financially supported (stipend, grant,
salary, scholarship, fellowship, etc.) by the following sources?
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15. Université de Liège - Faculté des Sciences
Appliquées
Contact person: Éric Béchet, eric.bechet@uliege.be
I. Policy
Does your institution support collaboration Yes
for international cotutelles?
Active agreements

- Ecole nationale supérieure de Mines de
Douai ,
- Université de Salermo,
- Université du Luxembourg,
- University of Canterbury,
- Université de Lorraine and many more.

Does your institution issue joint PhD Yes
diplomas (one single paper signed by Rectors
from the different Institutions)?

II – Regulations
Formal duration of a PhD programme

Minimum 3 years, practically 4 years (many
scholarships last 4 years)

Does your institution charge significant No
tuition fees for PhD-studies (more than EUR
1,000 per year).
Are PhD courses mandatory?

Yes

Are other training activities mandatory? If so,
specify them

Seminars

Are there minimum requirements
teaching in terms of credits or hours

for No
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Are there minimum requirements for the Generally, 1 publication in higher I.F. peer
thesis (set of articles, monography, number reviewed journals, and presentations in
of publications, etc.)
international conferences (depends on the
doctoral school)

What is the language policy for the thesis and French or English
dissertation?

Is there a national legal framework in your Yes
country regulating Double/Joint Degree
programmes at Doctoral level?
Are institutional strategic guidelines in place No
indicating geographical regions to be
prioritized?
Is there a minimum time that have to be spent Can be specified in each cotutelle agreement
at the awarding university to obtain the
degree?

Is there a maximum time to finish the PhD?

No

III – Application and Admission
Which of the following steps are used for the Article 8 (doctoral education regulation) :
admission procedure for doctoral candidates? Procedure §1 The candidate submits their
application to the admissions and registration
department on the basis of the ad hoc form.
This department, after administrative
verification, transfers it to the doctoral
college. The candidate is notified of the
motivated decision by the admissions and
registration department. §2 By derogation of
§1, the holder of a Belgian diploma of
highereducation, acquired after 2nd cycle
studies of at least 120 credits submits directly
their application to the President of the
college. The candidate is notified of the
motivated decision of the college by its
President.
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IV- Intellectual property and rights
Who owns the results of the thesis and related Co-ownership
patents in case of Joint PhD?
Is a joint oral dissertation allowed (one single Yes
dissertation for both institutions)?
Does your
Supplement
describing
programme
degree?

institution issue a Diploma Yes
together with the PhD diploma
the structure of the joint
and referring to the second

Is there an internal formal review for the Yes
thesis before the authorization for public
defense?
Are oral examinations mandatory? If yes, are Yes
they open to the public?
Can theses be defended in another Yes
university? If so, is there any requirement to
comply with?
What is the maximum and minimum size of Min 5, least 2 from other universities, no
the evaluation committee?
max.

How many members of the evaluation 3 (including supervisor)
committee at least must belong to your
university?
Can the supervisor belong to the Evaluation Yes
Committee?
Can a thesis document consist of a Yes
compilation of papers?
Is the “summa cum laude” recognition No
restricted at your university to a number of
PhD thesis per year?
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V- Funding
To what extent are doctoral candidates at your institution financially supported (stipend, grant,
salary, scholarship, fellowship, etc.) by the following sources?
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16. TU Darmstadt (Office for International
Relations&Mobility)
Contact person: Pia Schmitt, schmitt.pi@pvw.tu-darmstadt.de
I. Policy
Does your institution support collaboration Yes
for international cotutelles?
Active agreements

PoliMilano,
INP Grenoble,
Université Bordeaux,
KU Leuven,
Nanyan Technological University Singapore

Does your institution issue joint PhD Yes
diplomas (one single paper signed by Rectors
from the different Institutions)?

II – Regulations
Formal duration of a PhD programme

Depending on the individual agreement

Does your institution charge significant
tuition fees for PhD-studies (more than EUR No
1,000 per year).
Are PhD courses mandatory?
No
Are other training activities mandatory? If so,
specify them
No
Are there minimum requirements
teaching in terms of credits or hours

for Depending on the individual agreement

Are there minimum requirements for the
thesis (set of articles, monography, number
of publications, etc.)
Depending on the individual agreement
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What is the language policy for the thesis and
dissertation?
English

Is there a national legal framework in your Yes
country regulating Double/Joint Degree
programmes at Doctoral level?
Are institutional strategic guidelines in place
indicating geographical regions to be /
prioritized?
Is there a minimum time that have to be spent Depending on the individual agreement (but
at the awarding university to obtain the at least one year)
degree?

Is there a maximum time to finish the PhD?

Depending on the individual agreement (but
at least one year)

III – Application and Admission
Which of the following steps are used for the At TU Darmstadt, the doctoral candidate has
admission procedure for doctoral candidates? to pay a semester contribution every
semester. TU Darmstadt semester fees
includes the semester ticket for the local
public transportation, statutory and private
accident insurance, price reduction at student
cafeterias, access to student housing services,
emergency childcare, etc.

IV- Intellectual property and rights
Who owns the results of the thesis and related If the doctoral candidate is not an employee
patents in case of Joint PhD?
of TU Darmstadt: "foreground intellectual
property rights shall be the property of the
doctoral candidate". If the doctoral candidate
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is an employee of TU Darmstadt:
"foreground intellectual property rights shall
be the property of both institutions. The
institutions shall jointly apply to obtain
and/or maintain the relevant intelectual
property rights and shall strive to set up
appropriate agreements in order to do so".
Further: "The intellectual property rights of
the thesis, the publication, the use and
protection of the research results shall be
safeguarded in accordance with the specific
regulations of both institutions".
Is a joint oral dissertation allowed (one single Yes
dissertation for both institutions)?
Does your
Supplement
describing
programme
degree?

institution issue a Diploma Yes
together with the PhD diploma
the structure of the joint
and referring to the second

Is there an internal formal review for the Maybe
thesis before the authorization for public
defense?
Are oral examinations mandatory? If yes, are Maybe
they open to the public?
Can theses be defended in another Maybe
university? If so, is there any requirement to
comply with?
What is the maximum and minimum size of Depending on the individual agreement.
the evaluation committee?

How many members of the evaluation 2
committee at least must belong to your
university?
Can the supervisor belong to the Evaluation No
Committee?
Can a thesis document consist of a ?
compilation of papers?
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Is the “summa cum laude” recognition ?
restricted at your university to a number of
PhD thesis per year?

V- Funding
To what extent are doctoral candidates at your institution financially supported (stipend, grant,
salary, scholarship, fellowship, etc.) by the following sources?

tbc
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17. Politecnico di Torino
Contact person: Chiara Lauritano, PhD School Manager
(scudo@polito.it), Eugenio Brusa, PhD School Director
(eugenio.brusa@polito.it)

I. Policy
Does your institution support collaboration Yes
for international cotutelles?
Active agreements

Engineering and Architecture-Hanoi
University of Science and Technology;
Harbin Institute of technology;
Ecole Centrale de Lyon;
Royal Melbourne Institute of technology

Does your institution issue joint PhD No
diplomas (one single paper signed by Rectors
from the different Institutions)?

II – Regulations
Formal duration of a PhD programme

3 years

Does your institution charge significant No
tuition fees for PhD-studies (more than EUR
1,000 per year).
Are PhD courses mandatory?

Yes

Are other training activities mandatory? If so, Some courses related to soft skills are
specify them
proposed a fixed number of hours is defined
within both those fields and candidates are
required to attend classes or to access to
MOC and pass the related exams.
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Are there minimum requirements
teaching in terms of credits or hours

for Teaching activity is allowed in terms of
tutorials and assistance to master students in
some practical activities, but candidates are
not required to include a teaching activity
within their PhD.

Are there minimum requirements for the Each candidate is required to reach a
thesis (set of articles, monography, number minimum index of scientific production of
of publications, etc.)
R=50, where the index is defined as:
R=50N+a*Sum(Pi*Fi) where N is the
numeber of journal paper recognisedby
international AQ system(Scopus, etc); a is a
weight defined by the PhD Programme, P the
number of publications, F the percentage of
ownership of the publication compared to the
number of authors
What is the language policy for the thesis and Since the Examination Committee is
dissertation?
composed even by foreign professors the
English language is required for the thesis
and for the dissertation
Is there a national legal framework in your Yes
country regulating Double/Joint Degree
programmes at Doctoral level?
Are institutional strategic guidelines in place The Politecnico di Torino has a strategic plan
indicating geographical regions to be that is renewed periodically
prioritized?
Is there a minimum time that have to be spent The 50% of three years is required
at the awarding university to obtain the
degree?
Is there a maximum time to finish the PhD?

After the three years the time to reach the
dissertation is just defined by the
Examination Committee

III – Application and Admission
Which of the following steps are used for the A formal evaluation of titles is performed to
admission procedure for doctoral candidates? admit them to the public competition. A
scientific committee for each PhD
programme evaluates and quotes each
application on the base of several issues. A
preliminary list with a score related to titles
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is shown, then the admitted candidates are
required to perform an interview with the
scientific committee and second score is
assigned. After the two tests, a final list of
merit is published and candidates declare
whether they wish to access or not to the
programme.

IV- Intellectual property and rights
Who owns the results of the thesis and related The scientific production of each candidate
patents in case of Joint PhD?
is ownered by Politecnico di Torino, in case
industrial PhD sponsored by a Company or
of CoTutele some specific agreement is
signed between the two actors in advance
Is a joint oral dissertation allowed (one single Yes
dissertation for both institutions)?
Does your
Supplement
describing
programme
degree?

institution issue a Diploma No
together with the PhD diploma
the structure of the joint
and referring to the second

Is there an internal formal review for the Yes
thesis before the authorization for public
defense?
Are oral examinations mandatory? If yes, are Yes
they open to the public?
Can theses be defended in another Maybe
university? If so, is there any requirement to
comply with?
What is the maximum and minimum size of Two external referees are always present,
the evaluation committee?
five members ( the supervisor is excluded)
are currently required (refereees included)

How many members of the evaluation Usually at least one
committee at least must belong to your
university?
Can the supervisor belong to the Evaluation No
Committee?
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Can a thesis document consist of a No
compilation of papers?
Is the “summa cum laude” recognition No
restricted at your university to a number of
PhD thesis per year?

V- Funding
To what extent are doctoral candidates at your institution financially supported (stipend, grant,
salary, scholarship, fellowship, etc.) by the following sources?
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18. The University of Queensland
Contact person: Melinda Knox, m.knox@uq.edu.au
I. Policy
Does your institution support collaboration Yes
for international cotutelles?
Active agreements

-

UQ Exeter Exchange,
TUM Joint Supervision,
DTU Exchange,
Uni of Vienna exchange,
Emory Exchange,
U21 network exchange,
SUSTech Collaborative PhD

Does your institution issue joint PhD No
diplomas (one single paper signed by Rectors
from the different Institutions)?

II – Regulations
Formal duration of a PhD programme

3-4 years

Does your institution charge significant Yes
tuition fees for PhD-studies (more than EUR
1,000 per year).
Are PhD courses mandatory?

No

Are other training activities mandatory? If so, Only Research Integrity and some OH&S
specify them
courses depending on the research project

Are there minimum requirements
teaching in terms of credits or hours

for No
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Are there minimum requirements for the 80, 000 words
thesis (set of articles, monography, number
of publications, etc.)

What is the language policy for the thesis and Usually English. Arguments can be made
dissertation?
for non-standard thesis formats
(performance, other language etc)

Is there a national legal framework in your Yes
country regulating Double/Joint Degree
programmes at Doctoral level?
Are institutional strategic guidelines in place Not based only on geographical location
indicating geographical regions to be
prioritized?

Is there a minimum time that have to be spent Yes, the home institution should have the
at the awarding university to obtain the
majority of time. students must spend at
degree?
least 6~12 months at the host depending on
the program.

Is there a maximum time to finish the PhD?

4 years

III – Application and Admission
Which of the following steps are used for the ?
admission procedure for doctoral candidates?
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IV- Intellectual property and rights
Who owns the results of the thesis and related This is negotiated on a case by case basis,
patents in case of Joint PhD?
but usually the home university holds the IP

Is a joint oral dissertation allowed (one single Yes
dissertation for both institutions)?
Does your
Supplement
describing
programme
degree?

institution issue a Diploma No
together with the PhD diploma
the structure of the joint
and referring to the second

Is there an internal formal review for the No
thesis before the authorization for public
defense?
Are oral examinations mandatory? If yes, are Yes
they open to the public?
Can theses be defended in another Yes
university? If so, is there any requirement to
comply with?
What is the maximum and minimum size of At least two external examiners
the evaluation committee?

How many members of the evaluation None
committee at least must belong to your
university?
Can the supervisor belong to the Evaluation No
Committee?
Can a thesis document consist of a No
compilation of papers?
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Is the “summa cum laude” recognition No
restricted at your university to a number of
PhD thesis per year?

V- Funding
To what extent are doctoral candidates at your institution financially supported (stipend, grant,
salary, scholarship, fellowship, etc.) by the following sources?
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19. Beihang University
Contact person: Ying LU, ly@buaa.edu.cn
I. Policy
Does your institution support collaboration Yes
for international cotutelles?
Active agreements with T.I.M.E. Members

-

-

-

Double Framework Agreement for
Doctoral Degrees between Beihang
University and Eindhoven University
of Technology (Electronic and
Information Engineering);
Memorandum of Understanding for
Double Doctorate between
Politecnico di Milano and Beihang
University (Aerospace Engineering);
Beihang-Universite Paris-Sud Joint
Supervision of Theses with Double
Degree Award (electronics, physics)
Beihang-Universite Libre de
Bruxelles Joint Supervision of
Doctoral Theses (physics,
mechanical engineering);
Memorandum of Understanding for
Academic Cooperaion between
Beihang University of Columbia
University (Biomedical Engineering)

Does your institution issue joint PhD
diplomas (one single paper signed by Rectors No
from the different Institutions)?

II – Regulations
Formal duration of a PhD programme

Four years
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Does your institution charge significant Yes
tuition fees for PhD-studies (more than EUR
1,000 per year).
Are PhD courses mandatory?

Yes

Are other training activities mandatory? If so,
specify them

Yes. Professional and social practice
assignments.

Are there minimum requirements
teaching in terms of credits or hours

for PhD candidates can choose from three
available options for their social service
assignment: teaching assistant,
administration assistant, community
services, all of which account for 1 Beihang
credit (roughly equals to 2-2.5 ECT credits)

Are there minimum requirements for the Yes. Requirements for the number of
thesis (set of articles, monography, number
publications and the level of journals vary
of publications, etc.)
from discipline to discipline.

What is the language policy for the thesis and Chinese or English. If the thesis/dissertation
dissertation?
is written in English,an abstract in Chinese
of no less than 5000 characters should be
provided.

Is there a national legal framework in your No
country regulating Double/Joint Degree
programmes at Doctoral level?
Are institutional strategic guidelines in place No
indicating geographical regions to be
prioritized?
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Is there a minimum time that have to be spent No
at the awarding university to obtain the
degree?

Is there a maximum time to finish the PhD?

Eight years.

III – Application and Admission
Which of the following steps are used for the admission procedure for doctoral candidates? -

Online Registration;
Preliminary examination;
Secondary examination include an
interview for who pass preliminary
examination;
Confirmation of admission.

IV- Intellectual property and rights
Who owns the results of the thesis and related patents in case of Joint PhD?
Is a joint oral dissertation allowed (one single dissertation for both institutions)?
Does your
Supplement
describing
programme
degree?

institution issue a Diploma together with the PhD diploma
the structure of the joint
and referring to the second

Thesis and patents that are directly
relevant to the obtaining of Beihang’s
PhD degree belong to Beihang
University
Maybe
No

Is there an internal formal review for the thesis before the authorization for public
defense?

Yes

Are oral examinations mandatory? If yes, are they open to the public?

Yes
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Can theses be defended in another university? If so, is there any requirement to
comply with?

Maybe

What is the maximum and minimum size of the evaluation committee?
How many members of the evaluation committee at least must belong to your
university?

1 to 2 members

Can the supervisor belong to the Evaluation Committee?

No

Can a thesis document consist of a compilation of papers?

No

Is the “summa cum laude” recognition restricted at your university to a number of
PhD thesis per year?

Yes

No

V- Funding
To what extent are doctoral candidates at your institution financially supported (stipend, grant,
salary, scholarship, fellowship, etc.) by the following sources?
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20. Czech Technical University in Prague
Contact person: Volfgang Melecký, volfgang.melecky@cvut.cz
I. Policy
Does your institution support collaboration Yes
for international cotutelles?
Active agreements

National TsingHua University

Does your institution issue joint PhD
diplomas (one single paper signed by Rectors No
from the different Institutions)?

II – Regulations
Formal duration of a PhD programme

4 years

Does your institution charge significant Yes
tuition fees for PhD-studies (more than EUR
1,000 per year).
Are PhD courses mandatory?

Yes

Are other training activities mandatory? If so, No
specify them
Are there minimum requirements
teaching in terms of credits or hours

for No

Are there minimum requirements for the at least one publication in a periodica with
thesis (set of articles, monography, number impact factor
of publications, etc.)

What is the language policy for the thesis and English
dissertation?
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Is there a national legal framework in your Yes
country regulating Double/Joint Degree
programmes at Doctoral level?
Are institutional strategic guidelines in place No
indicating geographical regions to be
prioritized?
Is there a minimum time that have to be spent 1 year
at the awarding university to obtain the
degree?
Is there a maximum time to finish the PhD?

7 years

III – Application and Admission
Which of the following steps are used for the ?
admission procedure for doctoral candidates?

IV- Intellectual property and rights
Who owns the results of the thesis and related /
patents in case of Joint PhD?
Is a joint oral dissertation allowed (one single Yes
dissertation for both institutions)?
Does your
Supplement
describing
programme
degree?

institution issue a Diploma Yes
together with the PhD diploma
the structure of the joint
and referring to the second

Is there an internal formal review for the Yes
thesis before the authorization for public
defense?
Are oral examinations mandatory? If yes, are No
they open to the public?
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Can theses be defended in another No
university? If so, is there any requirement to
comply with?
What is the maximum and minimum size of min 5, maximum not specified
the evaluation committee?

How many members of the evaluation one
committee at least must belong to your
university?
Can the supervisor belong to the Evaluation No
Committee?
Can a thesis document consist of a No
compilation of papers?
Is the “summa cum laude” recognition No
restricted at your university to a number of
PhD thesis per year?

V- Funding
To what extent are doctoral candidates at your institution financially supported (stipend, grant,
salary, scholarship, fellowship, etc.) by the following sources?
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21. Technische Universität Dresden
Contact person: Katharina Ulbrich, katharina.ulbrich@tudresden.de

I. Policy
Does your institution support collaboration Yes
for international cotutelles?
Active agreements

/

Does your institution issue joint PhD Yes
diplomas (one single paper signed by Rectors
from the different Institutions)?
Usually two diplomas are awarded linked by
a formulation referring to the bi-national
nature of the doctorate. Joint diplomas are a
rare exception.

II – Regulations
Formal duration of a PhD programme

usually 3 years

Does your institution charge significant
tuition fees for PhD-studies (more than EUR No
1,000 per year).
Are PhD courses mandatory?

No

Are other training activities mandatory? If so, usually not.
specify them
Are there minimum requirements
teaching in terms of credits or hours

for No

Are there minimum requirements for the monography or paper based dissertations are
thesis (set of articles, monography, number usually both possible
of publications, etc.)
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What is the language policy for the thesis and usually German or English
dissertation?

Is there a national legal framework in your No
country regulating Double/Joint Degree
programmes at Doctoral level?
Are institutional strategic guidelines in place There are strategic cooperations in place with
indicating geographical regions to be single foreign HEIs, not with single
prioritized?
geographical regions.

Is there a minimum time that have to be spent usually one third
at the awarding university to obtain the
degree?

Is there a maximum time to finish the PhD?

No

III – Application and Admission
Which of the following steps are used for the 1. Obtaining a supervision confirmation
admission procedure for doctoral candidates? from one of the professors of TUD & having
foreign university certificates examined by
the International Office of TUD,
2. Applying to be accepted as a Doctoral
Candidate by the respect. Faculty of TUD
3. Optionally: enrolling as a doctoral student

IV- Intellectual property and rights
Who owns the results of the thesis and related usually the doctoral candidate
patents in case of Joint PhD?
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Is a joint oral dissertation allowed (one single Yes
dissertation for both institutions)?
Does your
Supplement
describing
programme
degree?

institution issue a Diploma Maybe
together with the PhD diploma
the structure of the joint
and referring to the second

Is there an internal formal review for the Yes
thesis before the authorization for public
defense?
Are oral examinations mandatory? If yes, are Yes
they open to the public?
Can theses be defended in another Yes
university? If so, is there any requirement to
comply with?
What is the maximum and minimum size of
the evaluation committee?

depending on the Doctoral Regulations of
the resp. Faculty, usually between 5 - 8

How many members of the evaluation
committee at least must belong to your
university?

usually 2

Can the supervisor belong to the Evaluation
Committee?

Yes

Can a thesis document consist of a
compilation of papers?

Yes

Is the “summa cum laude” recognition
restricted at your university to a number of
PhD-thesis per year?

No

V- Funding
To what extent are doctoral candidates at your institution financially supported (stipend, grant,
salary, scholarship, fellowship, etc.) by the following sources?
tbc
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Contact Persons
Instiutions

Responsible

Budapest University of Technology and
Economics

Prof. Krisztina László, Rector's Advisor for International
Relations

Czech Technical University, Prague
Keio University, Grad. School of Science
and Technology
KTH Royal Institute of Technology,
Stockholm

Dr. Volfgang Melecký, Head of International Relations
Assoc.Prof. Kenjiro Takemura,
Mr. Torkel Werge, Senior Advisor, International
Relations Office

Politecnico di Milano

Prof. Paolo Biscari, T.I.M.E.-coordinator

Politecnico di Torino

Dr. Chiara Lauritano, PhD School Manager
Ms. Claudia Hanke, T.I.M.E. Coordinator, International
Office

RWTH-Aachen

Tohoku University

Ms. Melinda Knox, International Mobility Coordinator,
Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and IT
Ms. Roberta Kataoka, Student Exchange Program
Coordinator

TU Darmstadt

Ms. Pia Schmitt, Deputy Director, International Relations
and Mobility

TU Dresden

Dr. Katharina Ulbrich, Graduate Academy

TU Wien

Prof. Kurt Matyas, T.I.M.E. Coordinator

Universidad de Sevilla, ETSI

Prof. José María Maza Ortega, T.I.M.E. Coordinator

Universidad Pontificia Comillas, ICAI

Prof. Pablo García González, T.I.M.E. Coordinator

Universitat Politècnica de València,
Doctoral School

Prof. Javier Martínez Sánchez, Secretary of the Doctoral
School

Université Catholique de Louvain, School
of Engineering
Université de Liège, Faculté des Sciences
Appliquées
Université de Mons, Faculté
Polytechnique

Dr. Ana Fernández Gacio, International Relations
Coordinator of the Science and Technology Sector

The University of Queensland

Prof. Eric Béchet, T.I.M.E. Coordinator

University of Campinas (UNICAMP)

Prof. Pierre Dehombreux, Dean
Prof. Gustavo Paim Valença, Adviser for International
Relations

University of Trento

Ms. Virna Eccli, Ufficio Mobilità Internazionale

Universidad Politècnica de Madrid

Prof. Luis Martín Lobo, Rectorate
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Addendum 1: All questions
1 Does your institution support collaboration for international co-tutelles?
If your institution has already signed international co-tutelles agreements, please quote the main active
2 agreements ( 5 max). Also, please specify the field?
How many candidates are currently active in these collaborations approximately (0-5, 6-10, 11 or
3 more)?
Does your institution issue joint PhD diplomas (one single paper signed by Rectors from the different
4 Institutions)?
5 Comments
6 What is the formal duration of a PhD programme at your institution?
7 Does your institution charge significant tuition fees for PhD-studies (more than EUR 1,000 per year).
8 Are PhD courses mandatory?
9 Are other training activities mandatory? If so, specify them.
Are there minimum requirements for teaching in terms of credits or hours (courses to be taught by your
10 PhD candidates as part of their programme). If so, please describe them.
Are there minimum requirements for the thesis (set of articles, monography, number of publications,
11 etc.) If so, please describe them.
12 What is the language policy for the thesis and dissertation?
Is there a national legal framework in your country regulating Double/Joint Degree programmes at
13 Doctoral level?
Are institutional strategic guidelines in place indicating geographical regions to be prioritized? If so,
14 please describe them.
Is there a minimum time that have to be spent at the awarding university to obtain the degree? If so,
15 specify how much.
16 Is there a maximum time to finish the PhD? If so, specify how much
In your institution, which of the following steps are used for the admission procedure for doctoral
17 candidates?
18 Who owns the results of the thesis and related patents in case of Joint PhD? Please describe.
19 Is a joint oral dissertation allowed (one single dissertation for both institutions)?
Does your institution issue a Diploma Supplement together with the PhD diploma describing the
20 structure of the joint programme and referring to the second degree?
21 Is there an internal formal review for the thesis before the authorization for public defense?
22 Are oral examinations mandatory? If yes, are they open to the public?
23 Can theses be defended in another university? If so, is there any requirement to comply with?
24 What is the maximum and minimum size of the evaluation committee?
25 How many members of the evaluation committee at least must belong to your university?
26 Can the supervisor belong to the Evaluation Committee?
27 Can a thesis document consist of a compilation of papers?
28 Is the “summa cum laude” recognition restricted at your university to a number of PhD thesis per year?
To what extent are doctoral candidates at your institution financially supported (stipend, grant, salary,
scholarship, fellowship, etc.) by the following sources? [From an International public source (EU
29 programmes, …)]
To what extent are doctoral candidates at your institution financially supported (stipend, grant, salary,
scholarship, fellowship, etc.) by the following sources? [From a National public source (Ministry,
30 Research Council, …)]
To what extent are doctoral candidates at your institution financially supported (stipend, grant, salary,
scholarship, fellowship, etc.) by the following sources? [From a Local public source (University,
31 Regional Body)]
To what extent are doctoral candidates at your institution financially supported (stipend, grant, salary,
32 scholarship, fellowship, etc.) by the following sources? [From the private sector]
To what extent are doctoral candidates at your institution financially supported (stipend, grant, salary,
33 scholarship, fellowship, etc.) by the following sources? [No funding]
34 Country
35 Contact person
36 E-mail
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